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Why Evolve
We are a purpose-built production
company forged by event marketers,
fabricators and operators. We believe
in the power experiential marketing
possesses in moving audiences to take
action. With that, we set out every day
to be the industry's most trusted and
forward thinking provider across the
spectrum of live events. Our award
winning work is executed with industryleading resources from our company’s
10-year history supporting world class
agencies and companies.

Evolve Advantages
We’ve activated in times of crisis, responding rapidly
to natural disasters and pandemics. We have risen
to the call of duty and worked around the clock to
provide vital services in times of need.
In the volatile world of live events, natural disasters
and pandemics, thoughtful planning around design
& operations is critical to the successful operations
in the field — from designing safety compliance
measures to setting contingency planning
protocols.
Our fabrication and event production discipline
works hand in hand with our tour logistics and
equipment planning team. Designing and building
purposeful environments, pairing them with the best
equipment, drivers and producers and placing
them in the right location is the winning formula.

Specialized Design & Fab
Mobile Kitchens
Our expertise in mobile kitchens dates back to producing multiple food truck projects during the
founding year of our company. From trailers with full restaurant capabilities to specialty item step van
food trucks to shipping container kitchens, we have designed, built and operated mobile kitchens for
the biggest restaurant chains and food & beverage brands in the world.
Specialty Trailers & Custom Vehicles
We design, build, maintain and operate a purposeful inventory of custom trailers and vehicles for our
partners to leverage. If we don't have it, we'll build it or find the right solution. From luxury coach
conversions to 53’ open double stages to climate controlled enclosed sterile environments, anything is
possible within the range of vehicle and trailer formats and sizes.
Pods & Superstructures
We design, build and operate shipping container and pod-based structures — everything from single
unit food vending containers to self-unloading expandable pods to multi-unit superstructures. The
container/pod-style builds provide many of the infrastructure benefits of brick-and-mortar with added
mobility and quick deployment at more favorable construction and operations costs.
Displays & Pop-Up Footprints
We design, build and produce a wide range of bespoke pop-up display elements from custom high
ball serving carts to racing simulator pods to large outdoor themed pop-up cafes made of reclaimed
woods and upcycled metals. Our extensive experience across food & beverage, consumer
electronics & technology and apparel is leveraged by our partners from the upfront design strategy
through on-site installation.

Production & Logistics Services
Event Production + Specialized Staff
Our trained specialists in the art of event production produce event sites across the globe at
music festivals, stadiums, convention centers, bars and restaurants, on mountain tops, beaches,
corporate headquarters and college campuses. Tell us what you need done and where and
we'll make it happen.

Fleet + DOT Services
We maintain and operate a purposeful inventory of vehicles, trailers, containers/pods and
event assets for our partners to leverage. If we don't have it, we'll build it or find the right
solution. Our deep bench of skilled drivers have transported and managed our clients' assets
covering millions of miles under structured management and compliance of all USDOT
implementation and reporting.

Warehousing + Logistics
Over 130,000 sq ft between our Wisconsin and Ohio facilities. Each location houses a fabrication
shop, shipping and receiving bays, designated spaces for indoor staging, immersive production
and operations training, equipment resets, fulfillment services and racking solutions for program
assets. We also manage a network of storage and warehousing facilities around the country.
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Explore more awesomeness.

